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Zero-Email Inbox
Strategies and Techniques for taming email and achieving success amid distractions
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About this Presentation
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Back in 1998, the movie You’ve got mail came. The movie captures how our relationship with email began. Those virtual 
envelopes sparked feelings of curiosity and excitement. Those days are long gone and are now replaced with dread and anxiety. 
That’s not surprising, since we’re currently emailing at a rate of approximately 306 billion emails… per day!  

Join this session if you have:

● Felt  overwhelmed by the amount of things you need to keep track of
● Worry about forgetting small details
● Wear lots of hats in your job and life
● Starts lots of projects but have trouble finishing them

Kelvin Alfaro, Internal Consultant with the Office of Strategic Consulting will share proven strategies for getting a hold of your out 
of control inbox and developing new strategies for managing your inbox and deepening your success amidst distractions. 
Participants, will get an overview of tools and strategies to support reaching a zero-inbox email.



¡Hola!
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I am Kelvin Alfaro

Internal Consultant

Office of Strategic Consulting

#
#
#
#
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How many emails are in 
your inbox?

ⓘ Start presenting to display the poll results on this slide.

#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
https://www.sli.do/features-google-slides?interaction-type=TXVsdGlwbGVDaG9pY2U%3D
https://www.sli.do/features-google-slides?payload=eyJwcmVzZW50YXRpb25JZCI6IjFtdXNkM055Z0p2QU9JeHoyTUlNUFNzazZiRi1mSTVZcUw1Sl92dUUwNTJ3Iiwic2xpZGVJZCI6IlNMSURFU19BUEk0MTY2MzMxMTlfMCJ9
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1 I write down ideas and to-do items when they first show up. 1  2  3  4  5

2 I keep a complete list of my next actions. 1  2  3  4  5

3 I keep a record of what I am waiting for from other people. 1  2  3  4  5

4 My calendar contains only appointments or day-specific information that I need. 1  2  3  4  5

5 I have a single list of all my current projects. 1  2  3  4  5

6 I have at least one recorded next action for each project. 1  2  3  4  5

7 I get my email inbox to zero every day by going through each email and putting it where it belongs. 1  2  3  4  5

8 I can easily store and access reference material when needed, whether paper or digital. 1  2  3  4  5

9 I have designated in-trays in all the places I need to capture all my incoming paper and stuff. 1  2  3  4  5

10 I get my paper in-tray(s) to empty every day or so. 1  2  3  4  5

11 When I get behind or overwhelmed, I know how to get back on track by engaging with my next actions, projects, and 
calendar. 1  2  3  4  5

12 I take time each week to get caught up and review how I am doing with my professional/personal work. 1  2  3  4  5

13 I have a trusted place I can easily find and look at to see additional/support information about any project I am 
working on. 1  2  3  4  5

14 I have a framework I can use to choose best what to work on at any particular time. 1  2  3  4  5

15 When unexpected demands arise or interruptions occur, I can easily evaluate their priorities against everything else I 
have to do. 1  2  3  4  5

CURRENT REALITY ASSESSMENT
1 = strongly disagree; 2 = disagree; 3 = neither agree nor disagree; 4 = agree; 5 = strongly agree
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What are the results of your 
Current Reality Assessment 
?

ⓘ Start presenting to display the poll results on this slide.

#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
https://www.sli.do/features-google-slides?interaction-type=TXVsdGlwbGVDaG9pY2U%3D
https://www.sli.do/features-google-slides?payload=eyJwcmVzZW50YXRpb25JZCI6IjFtdXNkM055Z0p2QU9JeHoyTUlNUFNzazZiRi1mSTVZcUw1Sl92dUUwNTJ3Iiwic2xpZGVJZCI6IlNMSURFU19BUEk3MDk1MTY1MDVfMCJ9
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#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
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Inbox Zero

#
#
#
#
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1
Engage
Get to work on the important stuff.

3

Organize
Put everything into the right place. Add 
dates to your calendar, delegate projects to 
other people, file away reference material, 
and sort your tasks.

5

Capture
Capture anything that crosses your mind. 
Nothing is too big or small! These items go 
directly into your inboxes.

2

Review
Frequently look over, update, and revise 

your lists

4

Clarity
Process what you’ve captured into clear 
and concrete action steps. Decide if an 

item is a project, next action, or reference.

What is GTD? 5 Steps to increased productivity

Adapted from: Allen, D. (2003). Getting things done: The art of stress-free productivity. New York: Penguin.



Capture Tools
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● Microsoft 
○ Microsoft To-Do
○ Microsoft Planner
○ Outlook Folders

● Asana  
● Todoist

#
#
#
#
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Capture

1. Consolidate your inboxes
2. Do an initial mind sweep
3. Capture new tasks right away

#
#
#
#
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Clarify

1. If the item will take less than 2 minutes, complete it right away.
2. If it can be delegated, assign the task to someone else.
3. If it's a non-actionable reference item (e.g., a file, document, article, 

contact information etc.) that you'll need to come back to later, file it 
away in a separate reference project or attach it to the comments of 
the relevant task or project.

4. If the item needs to be done at a specific date and/or time, give the 
task a due date.

5. If the task is no longer needed or actionable, delete it.
6. If a task requires more than one step, create a project to house all of 

the items associated with it and identify the one next action you can 
take to move the project forward.

#
#
#
#


THINGS

Inbox

Things

Projects

What is it? Is 
it actionable

Zero-Email Inbox 
GTD Workflow

Is it the 
next 

possible 
action?

Can I do it 
in less 
than 2 

minutes?

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Defer It
No

Delegate

Planning

Calendar/Task 
List/New Task List

Incubate it

DO IT!

Trash

Incubate it

Reference Files

Adapted from: Allen, D. (2003). Getting things done: The art of stress-free productivity. New York: Penguin.

#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
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Organize

Organizing identifies the various “buckets” you defined for 
yourself. Everyone will organize their buckets differently 
based on what makes sense to them. Some primary lists are:

1. Projects
2. One-off Tasks
3. Agendas
4. Waiting For
5. Someday/Maybe

#
#
#
#
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Review

Frequently look over, update, and revise your 
lists

a. Capture
b. Clarify
c. Organize

#
#
#
#
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0-10 Minutes
Declutter and Mind Dump

How did your workspace, file away your notes, and get all your tests out of your 
head and into your task management system.

10-20 Minutes
Reflect on the past week

Review your completed tasks, calendar notes and goals. Compare your plan to 
what actually happened. What went well? What didn't?

20-35 Minutes
Get Current on Goals and Projects

What progress have you made on each of your top priorities? What needs to be 
updated? What needs to happen next?

35-40 Minutes
Plan the week ahead

What are your most important tasks and events each day this week? Write them 
down.

50-60 Minutes
Think Bigger

Review your “Someday/maybe” project list. What things are you excited about 
right now? What are new things do you want to learn? 

The Weekly Review

Adapted from: Allen, D. (2003). Getting things done: The art of stress-free productivity. New York: Penguin.
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Engage

Always able to answer the question,

“What should I be doing 
right now?”

#
#
#
#
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Time Blocking?
A simple, yet effective, 
way to take back 
control of your 
workday

#
#
#
#
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Time Blocking Basics
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Impacts of Time Blocking

● It promotes focused “deep work” 
● It helps you knock out “shallow work” more efficiently
● Grouping similar tasks together reduces the cost of context 

switching. 
● It makes you aware of how you spend your time
● It counteracts perfectionism 
● It helps you follow through on your goals



But will time blocking 
work with my job?

YES
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#
#
#
#


THINGS

Inbox

Things

Projects

What is it? Is 
it actionable

Zero-Email Inbox 
GTD Workflow

Is it the 
next 

possible 
action?

Can I do it 
in less 
than 2 

minutes?

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Defer It
No

Delegate

Planning

Calendar/Task 
List/New Task List

Incubate it

DO IT!

Trash

Incubate it

Reference Files

Adapted from: Allen, D. (2003). Getting things done: The art of stress-free productivity. New York: Penguin.

#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
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Empty Your Inbox Simulation 1

Step 1. What is it?
Subject line reads:
Showcase Status Report for 
Friday’s meeting
Email body reads:
Make sure you’re up-to-date 
before our meeting by reading 
the feedback from participants in 
this report.

Step 2. Is it actionable?
☐ Yes
☐ No
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Empty Your Inbox Simulation 2

Step 1. What is it?
Subject line reads:
Yoga Break with Jill
Email body reads:
Take a break for your busy 
day to connect with your 
body.

Step 2. Is it actionable?
☐ Yes
☐ No
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Empty Your Inbox Simulation 3

Step 1. What is it?
Subject line reads:
Consultant Hiring Committee 
Launches next week
Email body reads:
We need to hire a new team member 
to support an influx in projects. 
Thanks for agreeing to join the hiring 
committee. Committee participation 
will require reviewing applications and 
meetings to determine who to 
interview and hire. 

Step 2. Is it actionable?
☐ Yes
☐ No
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Tips

● Understand that your inbox is a communication method.
● Establish a routine and adopt the right attitude

○ Keep in mind that you’ll have to follow this method every day. 
○ Adopt the “clear-of-clutter” mindset.

● Pad your schedule with extra time to complete and transition 
between tasks. 

● Things will come up and ruin your plans. 
● Overscheduling your leisure time can be a self-defeating exercise



Questions 
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Let’s connect!

Email: 
kfalfaro@wisc.edu

#
#
#
#

